Handshakes are fundamental and common greeting and parting gestures among humans. They are important in shaping first impressions as people tend to associate character traits with a person's handshake. To widen the social acceptability of robots and make a lasting first impression, a good handshaking ability is an important skill for social robots. Therefore, to test the human-likeness of a robot handshake, we propose an initial Turing-like test, primarily for the hardware interface to future AI agents. We evaluate the test on an android robot's hand to determine if it can pass for a human hand. This is an important aspect of Turing tests for motor intelligence where humans have to interact with a physical device rather than a virtual one. We also propose some modifications to the definition of a Turing test for such scenarios taking into account that a human needs to interact with a physical medium.
INTRODUCTION
The original Turing Test for AI agents was limited to a computer interface since there was no hardware involved for testing the agents. In the case of social robots and HRI, a test for motor intelligence would be much more complex especially for android robots hands like the one shown in Fig. 1b . With such interfaces, the way hardware is built must be considered along with the movements. If participants can easily distinguish that they are interacting with a robotic hand, such an interface would fail the Turing test even Primary Author's contact: lejla.nukovic@gmail.com Jan Peters is also affiliated to MPI for Intelligent Systems, Tuebingen, Germany Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s Figure 1 : Setup for the study if the handshaking algorithm is extremely human-like. Another interpretation of the Turing test is for motor intelligence that only tests the motion of the interface interacting with the human. There are only two such experiments for such a Turing-Like handshaking test and were done on 1-D stylus [1, 5] . Though the models for a handshake are well thought, they would need to be redefined when transferred to a more complex telerobotic interface. Moreover, all models concentrate on just the shaking movement during a handshake and ignore other aspects, like the reaching and grasping of the hand, etc., as they are limited with a simple haptic interface [1, [3] [4] [5] 8] . Evaluating the human-likeness of a handshake on a more complex android robot yields different challenges. All other aspects of a handshake mentioned above must be considered for a Handshake Turing test, some of which have been evaluated in [6] .
EXPERIMENT
The aim of this experiment is primarily to explore, whether the android robot's hand shown in Fig. 1 can be distinguished when felt by a human. In the original Turing test, if participants didn't recognize they were communicating with a machine, then the machine passed the Turing test [9] . In this study, a similar test is applied to a robot's hand to determine if it can be confused for a human's. This is to determine if such an interface is suitable for further research in physical HRI to solve complicated Turing-like tests, where the robot can effectively convey the feeling of interacting with a human.
Experiment Setup
We use an anthropomorphic android robot designed after a human both in terms of appearance and functionality, to such an extent that the hands have heating pads inside the palms so as to give a feeling of human touch [2] . For this experiment, both the robot hand and a human test subject's hand were covered with a white butler Late-Breaking Report HRI '20 Companion, March 23-26, 2020, Cambridge, United Kingdom glove as shown in Fig. 1a . Their arms were lifted from the elbow down in a suitable position so that participants can easily access their hands. Consent to take part in the study with all necessary and legal information is handed out to participants to sign. After signing, they are asked to complete a questionnaire about personal demographic data and technology familiarity. They are informed that the robot and the human subject don't give any feedback, as the task is to decide, only by feeling the hand, if they are touching the robot hand or the human hand. They are blindfolded and led to one of the hands to feel and decide if it's a human or robot hand. If they determine that the hand is robot hand regardless if this is true or not they are asked if they find this encounter pleasant or not. Every participant is led two times each to the human hand and the robot hand in a random order. After the testing of hands is done, participants are allowed to take blindfolds off and are immediately asked to fill out a questionnaire about their current emotional state.
RESULTS
As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, each participant was subjected to 2 interactions each with the human and the robot in random order. The results of this study are visualized in Fig. 2 and are explained below. With the first interaction, 11 of 15 participants (73%) guessed right. The other 4 participants (27%) mistook the human's hand for a robot's. Interestingly 12 of 15 participants (80%) guessed the hand in the second interaction correctly and the other 3 (20%) mistook a robot hand for a human hand. The majority of participants (14 of 15) recognized their third interaction correctly. The one participant who was wrong believed that it was a human hand although it was a robot hand. Every participant perceived the true nature of the hand in the fourth interaction. Approximately half of the participants (57%) perceived the robot hand as pleasant. On asking the participants how they perceived the robot hand, the majority (9 of 15) described it as stiff, like rubber, small and unevenly warm. On average, participants felt neither stressed (3.26 on a scale of 10) nor anxious (3 on a scale of 10) and were slightly uncertain (4.73 on a scale of 10). The majority of participants successfully identified a hand they were testing as shown above. Since everyone tested each of the two hands twice, the success rate improved linearly for hands that were tested later. By using the cross table method, a weak correlation between participants' feelings in the moment of testing and their success rates can be observed. The majority of participants who recognized two hands wrongly had elevated levels of stress, anxiety and uncertainty at the moment of testing. As a result, the android robot failed the proposed hardware Turing-like test. However, on a positive note, the collected data about the perception of a robot hand by the participants can help improve the human-likeness of robot hands while manufacturing them.
DISCUSSION
There isn't a known perfect handshake that would satisfy everyone, which makes it difficult to define a "perfect" human-like handshake. But a handshake can be modeled to satisfy requirements of a certain social norm. Therefore we propose three ways in which the notion of a Turing test for such hardware interfaces that have complex designs and extreme human-like appearance can be done:
• The first option is to let participants shake robot or human hands and then decide which hand they shook. This option is impossible with the current state of robots because participants would immediately recognize a robot hand. This is evident from the fact that even though we blindfolded participants, they were able to recognize the robot hand just by the sense of touch conveyed by it. • The second option is to use the robot as an interface for handshaking like a computer is used in the original Turing test. The test would then be whether participants are able to distinguish if the interaction is generated by an algorithm or by a human teleoperating the robot. If they mistake the algorithmic interaction for a teleoperated one then the model can be declared as human-like. This is similar to what is proposed in [5] , [4] , [1] • The third option is to compare the trajectories and possibly the gasping force profile generated by different handshake models and of the corresponding human to measure their similarity with human-human interaction trajectories, such as by using/extending the work of [7] or [10] .
Currently, models for handshaking and other similar interactions have no common criteria to actively judge their acceptance by humans. Therefore, a Turing test for motor intelligence that accurately captures the intricacies of such interactions is required. This way we can compare the quality and results of proposed models in an unbiased manner.
